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**Abstract**—This paper introduces Luhmann’s autopoietic social systems starting with the original concept of autopoiesis by biologists and scientists, including the modification of general systems based on socialized medicine. A specific type of autopoietic system is explained in the three existing groups of the ecological phenomena: interaction, social and medical sciences. This hypothesis model, nevertheless, has a nonlinear interaction with its natural environment ‘interactional cycle’ for the exchange of photon energy with molecular without any changes in topology. The external forces in the systems environment might be concomitant with the natural fluctuations’ influence (e.g. radioactive radiation, electromagnetic waves). The cantilever sensor deploys insights to the future chip processor for prevention of social metabolic systems. Thus, the circuits with resonant electric and optical properties are prototyped on board as an intra–chip inter–chip transmission for producing electromagnetic energy approximately ranges from 1.7 mA at 3.3 V to service the detection in locomotion with the least significant power losses. Nowadays, therapeutic systems are assimilated materials from embryonic stem cells to aggregate multiple functions of the vessels nature de-cellular structure for replenishment. While, the interior actuators deploy base-pair complementarity of nucleotides for the symmetric arrangement in particular bacterial nanonetworks of the sequence cycle creating double-stranded DNA strings. The DNA strands must be sequenced, assembled, and decoded in order to reconstruct the original source reliably. The design of exterior actuators have the ability in sensing different variations in the corresponding patterns regarding beat-to-beat heart rate variability (HRV) for spatial autocorrelation of molecular communication, which consists of human electromagnetic, piezoelectric, electrostatic and electrothermal energy to monitor and transfer the dynamic changes of all the cantilevers simultaneously in real-time workspace with high precision. A prototype-enabled dynamic energy sensor has been investigated in the laboratory for inclusion of nanoscale devices in the architecture with a fuzzy logic control for detection of thermal and electrostatic changes with optoelectronic devices to interpret uncertainty associated with signal interference. Ultimately, the controversial aspect of molecular fractional properties is adjusted to each other and forms its unique spatial structure modules for providing the environment mutual contribution in the investigation of mass temperature changes due to pathogenic archival architecture of clusters.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

INTERDISCIPLINARY approaches in recent decade go through the rapid growth of electronics for manipulation of communication technology in monitoring social environment and health. While the technology is providing enormous applications (e.g., electronics, semiconductors, textiles and pharmaceuticals), but due to their spectral and physical properties, particularly antimicrobial, anticancer, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory properties, nanoparticles have a unique application in diagnosis as well as in the treatment of various diseases in medical therapy [1]. The extensive usage of model is investigated on their response in the neuronal cells. The nanoparticles cause stem cells to differentiate into neuronal cells and promote neuronal cell survivability and neuronal cell growth and expansion [2]. This recent guide is anticipated to approach nanotechnology in prevention and social medicine for improvement in the academic community with internal tendency of the Drug Debit System [3]. The prototype is executed protocol with monitoring molecular positioning system in specific location for DNA-Chip nanonetworks (i.e., often inspired instrumentation of biological systems with nanotechnology) [4]. The required healthy–carrier is used for insertion sensing, control, actuation and propulsion of communications signal to interface programme in platform [5]. These promote nanoparticle model in other therapeutic systems to improve methods of effective and safe drug/gene dosage debit of small-molecule drugs and gene-based therapies to their intended target tissues [6]. The nature and synthetic structure of nanoparticles is dependent on a multitude of factors such as the chemical nature, the physical capacity of the nanoparticle, and relevant feedback dynamics control of the nanoparticle kinetic properties [7].

Social systems are structurally communicating for each other to reproduce themselves on the basis of their functions as an organizational environment. The physical presence of their adjusted structure reacts to ‘exchange’ social elements and realize material unity in intra–organizational social networks by mimicking the observed relational behaviors. So, the hypothesis expected the reactions into their network roles model (i.e., the network functions and positions would behave like similar others in the system environment as affect organization individuals’ satisfaction with their social networks) [8].

The philosophy of prevention and social medicine systems is using unique cross-values in the sectional and longitudinal
sociometric data from a large professional services firm and in ethics manner for evolution of the impact on the other exert systems ecology. The values are adopted in broad generic terms such as engineering, chemistry, biology and physician as well as the ethics of medication that concomitant medical with social culture anthropology in ecosystems as preliminary traced in Fig. 1 [9]. The health and the social environment base as cultural anthropology of feeling/thinking is controlling the genotype in social medicine. The prevention and security standing from ‘function defects’ point to hypotheses that quantify molecular morbidity. The behaviour factor is attributed to human organisms in a normal scale and unified in molecule’s ecology (e.g. unifying, stabilization, production, innovation and destination etc.) [10]. The nutrition circumference is scaling the impact of spatial genetic structure of molecular biology and biochemistry in consistent standard for deployments of physical anthropology in discovering molecular behaviour in ‘behavioural science’ [11], [12].

![Fig. 1 The Social Culture of Molecular Ecology [9], [13]](image)

Instead of populated molecular internal functions, such as ‘destination’ to yield information of outcome consistency or the other social replacement, the analysis of boundaries is stated in measurable levels for direct manipulation of ‘cause and effect’ under some action/intervention to control functions in the suspected groups. The simulation is modeling function to quantify or equate random frequency as ‘scientific proof of aetiological factors in a blind method of health therapeutic services’ in efficient measures [14]. The simulation is cascading social life (i.e. social anthropology) to model contemporary thinking/feeling actions (i.e. culture anthropology) in common interaction of a particular species of a broad generic term. The social life predicted in species culture balances communication of both formal and informal public groups in social mechanisms. Social security furnishes its members at critical times and events to tide over crises faced by communication or prevention (e.g. accident, maternity, old age, unemployment, sickness, destitution, etc.) [15]. There are two approaches to social security system: ‘Social assistance’, in which individuals do not contribute in security provision, (e.g. old age pension, unemployment allowance (Dole)); and ‘Social insurance’, as life insurance, gratuity, and provident fund schemes. The social defences are generic measures a society adopts to enable itself to handle social issues in prevention and control juvenile delinquency/gambling/suicide/drug addiction. The social defence is a system developed to defend society against criminality not merely by treating and defending the offended but also by creating such conditions in a community which are conducive for healthy and wholesome growth of human life. The provision of individual relief system at critical times of need in lieu of intermittently contributions is made by innovation practice of the social science [16].

The social science of the human organisms has a common boundary (i.e. physical anthropology or medical anthropology to extend the social culture in the ecology of health and diseases) that creates certain norms, synchronizes ethic values in reflection species structure of cellular process in a pattern to balance the function and culture vision as a border orientation system of sustainability condominium group [17].

The social culture is assimilated in nanoparticles structure for triggering all preventive actions related to social and healthcare environment in border of biomedical engineering. The nanoparticle is bonding in less than 50 nanometers and replenishes the vessel in a smaller scale less than most bacteria and viruses [18]. Yet, therapies and cures of nanoparticles are beyond the research of present-day physicians, so that quantitative methods will be applied to match keywords with the content of scientific knowledge in order to determine the patterns of correlation between scientific impacts of outcomes articulated policy strategies [19]. The qualitative discourse analysis will assist us to understand the species of security preferences in relation to knowledge production within the basis of systems ecology. The therapy is the greater investment in observation molecular polarity with the evolution in nanoparticle synthetic structure for insertion into conventional medications. Thus, this hypothesis concept simply screens ‘preventive measure’ by evaluation in ecological factors on social medicine [20], [21].

II. ENGINEERING THERAPEUTIC SYSTEMS

The role of engineering therapeutic systems is concomitant nanoparticles with radiotherapy for detection, diagnosis and pervasive patient monitoring in high precision nontoxic nature by designing a dynamic platform of nanoparticles on a wider scale for controlling molecular infection in a particular target or destination [22]. Consequently, the ability to classify (or distinguish between) physiological and pathological frequency patterns are critically important for the development of new diagnostic models in identification of spatial genetic structure (SGS) [23], [24]. The frequency domain parameters focus on periodic components in the heart rate time series [25].

The different techniques of spectral analysis are based on
Our proposal relies on designing a dynamic platform in terms of sensors and actuators [38], [39] which has the ability in sensing variations and detection the correspondence different patterns of beat-to-beat HRV for autocorrelation of molecular ecology, (i.e., the SGS, the chemicals concentration and the temperature gradient of bloodstream) towards various infection points, (i.e., the temperature of inflamed tissues and the area surrounding the tumor cells can be up to 2 °C higher for a malignant tumor, the lower pH of the area surrounding the cell can be used for identifying tumors) [40]. The information of infection location is picked up through electrochemical signals for nearby communication among molecular machines where the high frequency power reflects modulation of vagal activity by respiration or other physiology deviation, whereas the low frequency power represents vagal and sympathetic activity via the baroreflex loop. The physical variations from low-to-high frequency ratio can be used as an index of sympathovagal balance [41].

A. The Spatial Architectural of Autopoiesis Model

The model incorporates main layer properties from optical, biologic and electronic functions to constitute a self-hazard defence of microbiological pathogens along magnetic and chemical (i.e., protein expressions or pH) sensing and coupling a genetic programme in a substrate as an ideal bio-imaging, sensing and therapy [67]-[70]. The mass-sensing capability of micromechanical resonance cantilever detects the lateral forces that influence molecular frictional properties, yet remains a scientific challenge in investigation of surface frictional properties in laboratories, for proponents of surface force apparatus (SFA) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), as off-sensor optical position sensing detection (PSD) of AFM.

B. The Management of Ionization Radiotherapy

Ionizing radiation can be considered as a ‘two-edged sword’ in that it may lead to genetic modifications in exposed, surviving normal tissue, but may lead to loss of clonogenic survival of tumour cells. Each cell exposed to fractionated doses conventionally used in radiotherapy reveals adequate transformation as a result of DNA modifications. Exposure of the cellular DNA to ionizing radiation inflicts various type of damage through exposed tumour tissue leading to cell death. The reactive oxygen species (ROS), as a byproduct of aerobic...
metabolism, are produced via exposure to ionising radiation [71]-[74], although the identification types of lesion endogenously induced with the free radical formation mechanisms have been described in numerous reviews [75], and an excellent book by von Sonntag [76].

Ionizing radiation induces in mammalian cells around 850 pyrimidine lesions, 450 purine lesions, 1000 single-strand breaks (SSB) and 20-40 double-strand breaks (DSB)/cell/Gy with low linear energy transfer (LET) \( \gamma \)-radiation Table I shows yields of major lesions induced by radiation [72], [77]. The breaks of DNA double-strand are constituted the most dangerous type of DNA damage and the resistance of cells [78]. The cells' resistance to radiation is defined in modules by three cellular processes: DNA repair, recombination, and replication. Two principal recombination repair pathways have been recognized, homologous recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) that employ entirely separate protein complexes. Conversely, concomitant chemotherapeutic drugs with IR can hold great promise for the advancement of human chromosomal stability syndromes, cancer development, or cellular hypersensitivity to DNA-damage agents in the not too distant future. The prevailing theme is that the genetic alterations in concomitant IR with certain chemotherapeutic drugs lead to genomic stability and malignant transformation in determination how tumour cells respond on the molecular mechanisms of genetic HR and NHEJ [79]-[82]. The spectrum of the types of damage and their yields are similar when induced by ion particles as used in hadron therapy, Table I [72].

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiation-induced lesions in cellular DNA</th>
<th>Number/Gy/cell</th>
<th>Number/Gy/cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,6-thymine glycol (Tg)</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-(hydroxymethyl)-2'-deoxyuridine</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-formyl-20-deoxyuridine</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FapyG</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2'-deoxyguanosine SSB</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is adopted from [72].

These oxidative genome damages induced by ROS include...
simple and complex DSB. The oxidizing radiation has a high frequency of oxidizer base modification and apurinic/apyrimidinic AP sites directly adjacent to DSB ends [83]-[86]. The kinetic DSB repair in base excision repair (BER) with the nucleotide excision repair (NER) is linked to genome replication and transcription as the primary feedback coverage to minimize ROS induction [87]. The BER/NER pathway depends on a specific geometry of the cluster structure, the type of inter-lesion separation, the density of lesions within the cluster for orientation of lesions to each other [88]-[90]. The structural and chemical analysis has been elucidated interactions of enzymes with DNA [91]-[93] to predict the efficiency of cleavage at specific configurations of lesions.

The improvement of target efficiency of the damaged cells with anticancer drugs is one of the dominant frontiers of epidemic cell cycle research. Concomitant chemotherapy with radiotherapy to specify target volume with the aid of novel nanomaterial can be expected for overall drug or radioactive dosages to control inhibition and decrease side effects on patient’s life [94]. Both clinical and planning target volumes are managed with linear accelerator wave selection to detect physical variation in the gross tumour volume (GTV) [95]. The precision safety margin is conserved to protect and control GTV, that moderates segment of both clinical and planning targets’ volumes as clarified in spatial architecture of dose control volume penetration in GTV, Fig. 3 [96], [97], that predicts the main consistence of the malignant cells, connective tissue with blood vessels, and necrotic areas [98]. The volumes shape, size and location are determined by means of different methods such as clinical examination (e.g., inspection, palpation, endoscopy) with various scan techniques (e.g., x-ray, CT, ultrasound, MRI, etc.). Individual malignant cells, cell clusters, or micro-extensions, that cannot be detected by the clinical or scan procedures, surrounding the GTV, must be irradiated to ensure local control of the disease. The Clinical Target Volume (CTV) is providing the buffer volume that contains a demonstrable GTV and/or presumed/proven subclinical microscopic malignant disease [99]. In management safety margin, the volume is predicted precisely for irradiation of the highest possible dose and prevents a local recurrence, with the tolerance of the normal tissues included in small proportion defense of the gross target to control the prescribed dose [100]. In general, radiotherapy has a sufficient source of electrons and photons for penetration into the tissues to treat most of the tumours with an adequate physical effect. The ionizing radiation effect is not instantaneous, as so the nanoparticles have longer time effect as necessary into the bloodstream circulation due to its kinetic parameters [101]-[103]. Thus, radiotherapy adjusts the curative treatment of locally advanced disease that approximately accounts to future increase for patient’s diagnostic worldwide [104], [105]. Therefore, radiotherapy (RT) is mandatory in local advanced diseases to delineation standard clinical of tumour volume (TV) for curative–intent RT or chemo–RT [106], [107].

Fig. 3 Simplified planning diagram for management RT with clinical and target volume [96], [97]
In addition to the experimental assay, computer simulations of radiation distribution can determine the effect of the spatial distribution of DNA lesions. The simulation is applied in a particular model to predict the nature of DNA damage from ionizing radiation-induced in cells cluster and its dependence on LET [108]-[110]. The biophysical modeling confirms that as the ionization density of radiation increases, both complexity and the yield of non-DSB clustered damage increase [111]. The basis processes of clustered DNA damage are comprised and simplified in two main lesions, while further analysis is required to uncover what the outcome will be with more complex clusters. The classification of lesions may reflect the greater complexity of clustered damage sites generated by high-LET radiation, in which the lesions are unable to be processed by means of enzyme metabolic activity and nanoparticles [112]-[116].

III. NAVIGATION PROCESS CONTROL

The kinematics of object is predicted using state equations, positional constraints, inverse kinematics and dynamics, while individual directional components are simulated using control system models in transition with steady-state responses. When the bloodstream trajectory is predefined in a linear state, the system is able to provide alternative scan for all directions by bending a circular movement using the cameras/photodiodes parts of the cell clusters. Otherwise, the molecule replacement can be distinguished by a series of chemotactic sensors whose binding sites have a different affinity of molecule [117].

The navigation process control is detected inside the cluster of cell morphology in the embedded mechanism with cell cluster. The cell cluster is sensing, actuation, transmission, and remotely controlling uploading, and coupling commands of systems and subsystems for the basic operation of medical intervention of invasive surgeries [118]. The systems are using electronics in alternative pathways to achieve Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) for constructing circuits with feature sizes less than tens of nanometers to predict invasive species in patients who need constant and steady function for monitoring variations, and improving type of treatment in an efficient manner that support early diagnosis of serious diseases [119], [120].

The most effective and secure model is applied with CMOS of active telemetry and power supply to ensure energy control of the integration of nanoscale operations. The gradient of the bloodstream temperature and chemical concentration are incorporating electromagnetic signals to detect parameters variation in chemically assembly of electronic sensor for diagnostic purposes [121]. The molecular system is operated as a transistor and a memory. The voltage ranges are separated into two channel of the thin front oxide to provide dual function of the device, using two sectors levels. At thin and tiny voltages, the structure operates as a normal transistor, and at higher voltages the structure operates as a memory device. The transducers’ capabilities and sensors are configured in external modules to relate specific infections to bio-

medication [122]. Other navigation control modules are developed with software design to perform sensing and actuation for assembly prototyping system, serving as a migrant platform for medical investigation. The photodynamic platform is protecting cell clusters and providing the process the capability to control cluster movement with mechatronics simulator that measures physical and numerical information of nanoscale devices’ task-based contrast components. The remote electronics devices with contrast components are controlling molecular unique cell-surface protein against virus-infected cells and parasites sorted from biological sensors. The sensors have a controller on the board to collect diagnostic data by self-power neuron detector to make intelligent decision accordingly [123].

A. Powering the Nanoparticles

The approach in supply exogenous energy to a molecular system is demonstrated with possessing embedded system to use of remote energy for powering the implanted medical devices or controlling position of nanoparticle. The embedded system is tracking an object in the bloodstream space to comprise a transponder device connectable to the object for self-detection purposes. The electromagnetic radiation has the ability to determine open workspace of energy generation from light source [124]. The kinetic energy is also generated from the bloodstream due to motion interaction with layers that are designed in embedded nanoscale objects to control stream, but this kinetic process would demand costly control within the photodynamic platform architecture [125], [126]. The practical procedure of usage CMOS in active telemetry and power supply is securing energy as long as necessary to control multitask operations. The techniques are appropriate control for other purposes like digital bit encoded data transfer from inside a human body [127]. Thus, circuits with resonant electric and optical properties are operated on board as a chip processor for producing electromagnetic energy approximately ranges from 1.7 mA at 3.3V and service the locomotion operation in least significant losses during transmission power [128]. The ultimate output power ranged in 0.4 ± 4 W, and measured though upper limits to enable control losses of the exact power inside the molecule (10% input power estimated to be transferred to molecule). The fuzzy logic model in a combination of thermal, electromagnetic and optical nanosensor is interpreting the uncertainty associated with the signal frequency information [129]. The RF-based telemetry is demonstrated in monitoring transmission with the use of inductive coupling [130], [131], using wide techniques in communication of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Device) applications [132].

B. The Physical Transmission between Nanoparticles

The recent advances of sensors, implanted inside the human body is quite useful in providing the application of acoustic, light, RF, and chemical concentrations for communication and transmission data. The integrated sensors are simply
practicing read and writing data in implant device for monitoring process in specific patterns and structure of biomedical applications. Otherwise, chemical sensors are embedded in nanoscale devices to monitor glucose or other chemical concentration inside bloodstream [133], [134]. The electromagnetic waves are executing logic protocol in commands of current status inside the patient with other transponder device that emits embedded magnetic fields to enable sending and receiving data through electromagnetic frequencies [135]. The frequency ranges from 1 to 20 MHz are successfully applied for biomedical applications without any physical damage [136]. Jacobson et al. [137] demonstrated reversible control of the DNA hairpin-loop oligonucleotide as covalently linked to a nanometer scale antenna. When a Φ1–1 GHz radio-frequency magnetic field is transmitted into the tiny antennas, alternating eddy currents induced in the nanoparticle produce highly localized inductive heating, causing the double-stranded DNA to separate into two strands in a matter of seconds in a fully reversible dehybridization process that leaves neighboring molecules untouched. The long term goal is to apply antennas to living systems and control DNA (e.g., gene expression, giving the ability to turn genes (e.g., OPEN/CLOSE)) via remote electronic switching active or inactive and maintain selective control of various functions. Such a tool could give pharmaceutical researchers a model to simulate the effect of potential drugs in randomly scattered cell to attach protein as well as DNA to the nanoparticles. These dipole mechanisms of the induced torque increase the detection of kinetic energy for controlling more complex biological processes such as enzymatic activities, protein folding, and bio-molecular assembly for treatment tumours through a wide range of enzymatic activities, protein folding, and bio-molecules. The physical transmission between objects has not been completely explored in this research, and will be the subject of future investigations [138].

IV. THERAPEUTIC MECHANISM IN AUTOPOIESIS SYSTEMS

The creation of self-assembly structure, pattern and process has species or physical properties in coincidence to the systems ecology, (e.g., as inferred in scientific knowledge of ‘autopoiysis mechanism’) [139]. The cellular autonomy controls the collective behavior of cell populations, destructive structure and repairs similar elements at molecular levels on the basis species of systems ecology [140], [141]. The related hypothesis ‘entropy of population’ is employed with the scientific basis of a particular dynamic multivariate pattern to analysis destructive structure with spatial simulation molecules model [142]. The numerous applications of ‘eradication’ are tuned cessation of infection of genetic morphology (shape) [143], [144], remediation contamination in the environmental or elimination destructive cells for efficient diagnosis and treatment [145]. The destructive structure is found in either molecular polarity or in the proteins functions of DNA chain [146], [147] at the molecular levels of maladies as cancer, viral infections and arteriosclerosis. The referenced model of destructive structure, pattern and process is yet beyond the research of present-day physicians to function as ‘internal medicine’ in a patient’s bloodstream [148]. The theoretical bases of healthy–carrier in solid tumor tissues is highlighting leakiness of tumor vessels in the macromolecular agents that termed the ‘enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect’ as demonstrated and named by [149] for targeting defective genes. These medication properties might lead to manufacture hardware for controlling molecular machines with nanomaterial by production of an excited state of a quantum system at the atomic and molecular scale [150], [151].

A. Therapeutic Photodynamic Model

The clinical human gene therapy, as traced in Fig. 4, contains elements to perform: (1) diseased cell recognition, (2) diagnosis of disease state, (3) drug debit system, (4) reporting location, and (5) reporting outcome of therapy, under identical parameters (i.e. temperature, relative humidity, acoustic and sun bright). In nature, the kinetic and potential energy of excitation electron by absorption photon energy is the physical factors of sinusoidal waves and vibrations (i.e., mechanical resonance, acoustic resonance, electromagnetic resonance, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron spin resonance (ESR) and resonance of quantum wave functions) that confined surfaces in mechanism to generate light and other short wavelength electromagnetic radiation. The periodic pulses are formed in mechanisms to restore, retrieve or easily transfer energy on an atomic scale to induce reaction by absorption of a photon in accordance with Planck’s quantum theory (photo–electrochemical) [152].

The model performs cluster states as ‘plasmonic molecules’ to interact with each other without interference. The self-assembly is confined and detected the electromagnetic radiation within the distribution of electrons to manipulate a type of bonding or antibonding character between the nanoparticles similarly and molecular orbitals [153]. This mimic is normally found in molecular storage media to encode clusters references with other species. The nanomaterial ranges from using strong acids to function in normal temperature (“top-down” approach) or apply technology as simple as a conventional microwave spectrum (“bottom-up” approach) in conjunction with target molecule [154], [155].

The conceptual design is classified in a dense field function of molecular and coupled to serve other trigger molecules, such as contrast agents or species precipitates. The rectified dynamic platform avoids triggering an immune response, unlike viral vectors commonly employed recently for transfection [156]. The reflection of electromagnetic radiation occurs when the system stores and easily transfers energy between two or more different modes. Upon magnetic field oscillate electrons, certain assessment is performed to alternate current free assembly of the cell’s outermost membrane and enclosed mechanism in a tiny model of the nucleotide in the cell’s interior morphology [157], [158]. These segments are classified main functions in the network interaction process,
pattern and structure model as confined in:

1) Production (poiesis): The design structure is specified by photon control standard for governing the basis species of system ecology. The emergence of contrast elements is modified to repair cellular polarity such as complete cycle of production.

2) Bonding (linkage): The biological systems are association functions that define positions in the basis process and pattern of cellular species in system ecology.

3) Degradation (replenishment): The termination of process or innovation output or expulsion is a process association to electromagnetic control systems.

These functions are controlling photodynamic healthy-carrier in main platform at the atomic and molecular scale. The system contains the basis source of synthetic nanomaterial for sensors, actuators and polymer with other species [159]. The photonics model is transforming physical light to other radiant energy forms whose quantum unites is photon. The reflected structure is predicted in the motion of photons by scattering, absorbance, and coupling properties based on their geometries and relative positions [160], [161].

B. Neutralization Portable Energy Systems

A prototype has been investigated in the laboratory for inclusion energy systems. The unified functions are controlled with limitations to fold process first, in flexible structure and second, efficient absorption and emission spectral radiation. The evolution of photodynamic therapy has been applied in controlling surface area and geometry of nanoparticle technology. The physical reaction rate of the particles isotropic etching the different geometries of different-sized quantum dots are increasing cells storage energy [162]. The nature interactive radiant of metrics emit multiple electrons per solar photon, with different absorption and emission spectra depending on the particle size and geometry, thus notably raising the theoretical efficiency limit by adapting to the incoming light spectrum. In these cells, most of the electrons produced are injected on the conduction band of the semiconductor and then, charge separation takes place at the interface between molecules [163]. Thus, the neutralization of oxides is leading to an increase of light harvesting due to the indicted high surface area of the nanoparticles [164]-[170]. The up-to-date design technologies, commonly using composite fuel cells, mix conductive nanomaterial of metal...
oxides with high surface areas to increase internal reflections with internal molecules and, consequently, create a dual spectrum. Frequent sequences are organized in moderate expenses in a theoretical efficiency range of 87.462%, achieved in practical applications [171]. As an example, the substitution of liquid electrolyte in classical fuel cell by a polymer-based electrolyte or a hole-transporting polymer leads to flexible fuel cells with lower costs and longer lifetime. In coincidence to the production of hybrid organic/inorganic fuel cells, the polymer-based electrolyte has notably increased the potential of fuel energy contrast agent and open innovation model with a broad range of nanotechnology. Some investors employed fourth-generation fuel cells for achieving a great scientific effort (i.e., Nanosolar, Nanosys, Konarka Technologies, Inc., etc.). However, not enough efficiency has been achieved yet on the same approach [172].

The poietic processes in Fig. 5 [173] have predicted a dynamic basis of energy self-production for the subsequent processes, not only in the one labeled as so ‘production’ or ‘bonding’ but extend to ‘degradation’ as well. The ‘bonding’ is biologic process representing autopoiesis in the measureable conditions (i.e., self-sustaining production, bonding and degradation) to control the balance of hematopoietic organization. The production rate does not exceed the replenishment rate and vice versa. The autopoietic system is assimilated in an environment when the common species are organized in closed (loops) cycle as systems ecology [174].

The model illustrates the processes through the interactions of its basis species (elements), with boundary and distinction emerge as a result of the same constitutive processes. The ‘organization’ is an autonomous unity of a network model that has independent elements in a complete cycle, to participate recursively in the same network of productions of species. The elements are produced in cycle as biological systems. These miniature nanoparticles have unique advantages such as accessing to unprecedented and small areas, increased flexibility, functionality and robustness, and being low cost, adaptive and distributed. The structure is sustained in creative mechanisms or closed cycle of front–end process in the microscopic scale of a nanometer (10⁻⁹ meters) conditions [175], [176].
economic growth. Nanotechnology as a broad term is typically used to describe materials and phenomena at nanoscale, (i.e., on the scale of 1 billionth to several tens of billions of a meter). However, it specifically implies not only the miniaturization but also the precise manipulation of atoms and molecules to design and control the properties of the nanomaterials/nanosystems. These properties are completely intra-disciplinary than those possessed by the raw materials, molecules to design and control the properties of the nanomaterials/nanosystems. These properties are completely
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